Don’t let
hair loss
		control you...

CRANIAL PROSTHESIS
CUSTOM PROSTHETIC HAIR SYSTEMS

A CRANIAL HAIR PROSTHESIS MADE
BY LOUTICIA GRIER IS A CUSTOM
PROSTHETIC HAIR SYSTEM DESIGNED
SPECIFICALLY FOR THOSE SUFFERING
FROM HAIR LOSS DUE TO MEDICAL
CONDITIONS OR TREATMENTS. A NEW
YOU BEGINS WITH A NEW ATTITUDE!

A DIVA’S HIDDEN HAIR
524 STEVENS AVENUE, SUITE 9
SOLANA BEACH, CALIFORNIA 92075

858-259-6833
www.cranialprosthesis.net
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Skillfully hand crafted medical cranial hair
prosthesis by Louticia Grier of the infamous A
Diva’s Hidden Hair in Solana Beach. Our hair
prosthesis wigs are elegant, non-surgical hair
replacement solutions for men, women and
children who are experiencing medically related
hair loss as a result of chemotherapy or other
medical treatments that lead to hair loss.

Since 1982, clients in San Diego County have
found our qualified hair loss specialist, Louticia
Grier, to be not only a knowledgeable hair
replacement specialist, but unpretentious and
caring to their hair loss concerns. At the A Diva’s
Hidden Hair Manufacturing Center of Solana
Beach, A divison of Uptown New York Style
Hair Salon, Louticia perfects each prosthetic hair
system to meet the client’s own individual needs.
She abides by the guiding principle that hair
replacement should result in a pleasing, natural
look — subtle coverage that highlight the client’s
own natural hair.

Our medical cranial hair prosthesis are made
with 100% human hair with an undetectable
hairline, lightweight, and breathable base. Your
medical cranial hair prosthesis will offer you
versatility and style, allowing you to part it
wherever and however you choose. Any of the
custom hair systems below can be made into a
cranial prosthesis wig.Take a look at some of the
custom cranial hair prosthesis we have made for
clients, and then give us a call at (858) 259-6833
to schedule your complimentary consultation
appointment.

We understand that hair loss can be a traumatic
and personal experience that affects your self
esteem and social acceptance — that’s why
we make every effort to make your visit with
us a relaxing, pleasant, and private experience.
In addition to offering clients some of the most
advanced hair technologies and techniques
available, we provide a warm and friendly
environment. Located in an easy-to-miss
nook, the modern, exposed-brick shop puts
an emphasis on “hidden” hair systems (hence
the name).

ABOUT

CUSTOM PROSTHETIC HAIR SYSTEMS

My goal is to change the
perception of hair loss and
increase the awareness of
the benefits of what cranial
hair prosthesis has to offer.

In addition to the desirable results she achieves
with custom hair replacement systems such
as full cranial prosthesis, custom-made wigs,
and manufacturing her own line of high quality
hair care products, Louticia Grier is highly sort
after for her experience and skill in teaching
cosmetology courses; particularly in the field of
hair loss prevention. Her genial nature and talent
for producing natural-looking hair systems make
her an optimal choice for individuals who are
seeking to restore their appearance.

